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To Be Heard

I DO NOT wish to be heard in support of my submission;
or

Please select the appropriate option from the
following:

If so
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

we live on a rural life style block we need to be able to have out door fires to keep our prperty tidy ie
hedge trimming do expencive to mulch we have to be able to burn it. Like all good neighbour we consult
with each other on burning days as to not effect our neighbours. Hedge trimming left would soon
become a fire hazzard. We also need our log burners to heat our home, we always make sure a wood
is dry. In our area we have alot of power cuts which can take our power out for days at a time we need
our fires for heating and cooking. I dont know what we would have done with out our burner in the
earthquakes power was off for days we lost all our food in freezer but least we we able to stay warm.
We live in the air port zone what about the condaminants from the planes.

Air Shed
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Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Choose one of the following three

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please state your reasons for supporting/opposing/amendments sought

My reason(s) for supporting, opposing or requesting amendments to this specific provision are:

we live on a rural life style block we need to be able to have out door fires to keep our prperty tidy ie
hedge trimming do expencive to mulch we have to be able to burn it. Like all good neighbour we consult
with each other on burning days as to not effect our neighbours. Hedge trimming left would soon
become a fire hazzard. We also need our log burners to heat our home, we always make sure a wood
is dry. In our area we have alot of power cuts which can take our power out for days at a time we need
our fires for heating and cooking. I dont know what we would have done with out our burner in the
earthquakes power was off for days we lost all our food in freezer but least we we able to stay warm.
We live in the air port zone what about the condaminants from the planes.

Please summarise decision requested
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Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Clarify policies to allow the continued use of wood burners in rural residential zoned areas.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Not Air Shed Related

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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